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Navigate Your Way

Easy-to-use user interface design

Ergonomic touch-screen display

Easy to Operate, Obtain Answers Easily and Rapidly

Performance at the highest level in its class, provides advanced function than UV-1800

Ultra-fast scan performance, capable of obtaining high-accuracy spectra in just a few seconds

High Performance to Meet Diverse Needs

Validation functions enable checks in accordance with Pharmacopeia (JP, USP, and EP) to be performed easily

In combination with LabSolutionsTM DB/CS, comply with FDA 21 CFR Part 11 and PIC/S GMP guidelines

Advanced Regulatory Compliance
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The instrument is equipped with a 
stylus pen, allowing operation by 
this pen or a finger.

Easy to Operate, Obtain Answers Easily and Rapidly
Hardware Design Based on Ergonomics

The control panel design is based on ergonomics and 

positioned at the very best viewing angle for the user. Users 

can operate easily with any posture. In addition, a stylus 

pen is equipped next to the panel, so users can switch easily 

between operations using their fingers or the stylus pen.

The UV-1900 on-screen user interface includes large, easy-to-see 

icons deployed on a black background, so the instrument 

settings are evident at a glance. In addition, the large, 

easy-to-see icons improve intuitive understanding, which 

enables users to quickly become familiar with the operations. 

Furthermore, the user interface is designed to minimize 

transitions between windows, so users do not get confused 

during the operations.

In quantitation mode on the UV-1900, 

the stages of the entire measurement 

process and the current status are always 

shown on the display. As a result, users 

know immediately what to do in the next 

step.

Navigation Tabs 
Improve Usability

Easy-to-Use Interface

Grasp the Current Status and 

Operating Procedures at a Glance
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Full Support for Pharmacopeia, GLP/GMP, FDA 21 CFR Part 11 and Other Regulations

Resolution of 1 nm, the Highest in its Class

Instrument Validation Functions Compliant with JP, USP, and EP

This instrument can not only run checks for nine JIS items, but also those stipulated in the Japanese Pharmacopoeia (JP), United 

States Pharmacopeia (USP), and the European Pharmacopoeia (EP). Naturally, the hardware is also compliant with the specifications 

required by each Pharmacopeia. In addition, the check conditions can be saved. As a result, once the conditions are saved, checks can 

be performed easily just by calling them up as needed. Check results can also be saved.

In addition to achieving a resolution of 1 nm, the highest in its class, by using a monochromator with a Czerny-Turner mounting, the 

UV-1900 also features a compact, bright optical system. The instrument is more than capable of meeting the wavelength resolution 

required in the European Pharmacopoeia.

Improved Security Functions

An external control security function has been added to provide 

more support for compliance with regulations.

Three user authority levels, "Administrator", "Developer", and 

"Operator", can be set for instrument users.

Support for FDA 21 CFR Part 11, PIC/S GMP Guidelines and Other Regulations and Guidelines

Ensuring the integrity of data (database management), including the user management, user authority management, and data audit 

trails required for compliance with FDA 21 CFR Part 11, PIC/S GMP guidelines, and other ER/ES regulations, is possible.

LabSolutions DB UV-Vis or UVProbe / LabSolutions DB System

The system allows for data management and user management 

with a database. Compliant with ER/ES regulations, the system is 

optimally configured for customers using a PC.

LabSolutions CS UV-Vis* or UVProbe / LabSolutions CS System (Network System)

The system is optimally configured for customers who want to manage data on a server together with LC and GC data for ER/ES 

compliance.

Analysis equipment
room or an office

*: coming soon

Client PC

LabSolutions server

Advanced Regulatory Compliance

LC GC GCLC

During Testing Screen

Parameters Setting Screen

Check Results Screen

Combine with Multi Data Registration license to enable
integrated management of these instruments’ data.

EDX Particle size
analyzer

ICPMSUV RF
Acquisition

controller PC FTIR

Main Screen

GCMS TOCAA
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Note: One method of determining the lower limit of 
quantitation is to use ten times the standard deviation.
This is an actual measured value and is not guaranteed.

Low Stray Light High Reproducibility and Repeatability Accuracy
The photometric repeatability accuracy is 0.0002 Abs max. (0.5 Abs and 1.0 Abs), an improvement of five times over the performance 

level of the UV-1800. With this high photometric repeatability accuracy, variance in the measurement results is suppressed, enabling 

more accurate quantitation and the detection of low-concentration samples.
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Stray light is at 0.5 % max. (198 nm), twice as low as the performance level of the 

UV-1800. With this stray light reduction, accurate measurements are possible up to the 

vicinity of 2 Abs even in the ultraviolet region. In addition, high-concentration samples 

can be quantified accurately.

The figure on the right is a calibration curve for acetic acid, created with absorbance at 

200 nm.

The correlation coefficient is 0.9997, and correct measured values are obtained even in 

the vicinity of 2 Abs. Linearity will be lost in the high absorbance region due to the 

stray light.

The figure on the right is a calibration curve for 

caffeine, created with absorbance at 273 nm.

The calibration curve has an Abs = 0.0528 Conc., 

the lower limit of quantitation determined from 

the standard deviation is 0.0051 mg/L at a point 

where it would be 0.051 mg/LNote for the UV-1900.

Ultra-Fast Scan
Spectra can be acquired as fast as 29,000 nm/min. Ultra-fast scan is effective in tracking chemical reactions in a short time.

In addition to the absorbance change at specified wavelengths, spectra can also be acquired in a short time with the 

UV-1900. Therefore, more detailed behavior can be investigated by observing spectra with the UV-1900.

The figures below show the analysis of particle agglomeration process when salts are added to silver nanoparticles. 

Measurements of the 300 to 700 nm region were performed in ultra-fast scan mode. In addition to the decrease of 

absorbance at 400 nm and the increase of absorbance at 480 nm, the temporal changes of spectra can also be observed.

High Performance to Meet Diverse Needs

Instrument with 1.00 % Stray Light
UV-1900
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Applications

Foods

This is an example of the analysis of food dyes. By using 

ultra-fast scan mode, the time needed for routine spectral 

checks can be shortened. The 350 nm to 900 nm region can be 

measured at 1 nm intervals in approx. 4 seconds.

Pharmaceut ica l s  and L i fe  Sc iences

This is an example of the analysis of λDNA. Trace quantities (on 

the order of a few µL) can be measured by combining the 

instrument with NanoStick and TrayCellTM.

Using TrayCell, a calibration curve for 4 µL of λDNA was 

obtained correctly in the range between 25 µL and 500 µL.

Chemistry

This is an example of the analysis of colored cellophane tape. 

Materials can be confirmed quantitatively by using LabSolutions 

UV-Vis and color measurement software.

Photometric
Measures the photometric value at a 

single wavelength or multiple (up to 

eight) wavelengths.

Spectrum
Measures a sample spectrum using 

wavelength scanning.

Quantitation
Generates a calibration curve from the 

measurement of standards, and then 

calculates the concentrations of 

unknowns.

Kinetics
Measures absorbance changes as a 

function of time, and obtains the 

enzymatic activity values. The kinetics 

measurement method or the rate 

measurement method can be selected.

Time Course
Measures changes over time in 

photometric values at a specified 

wavelength.

Biomethod
Quantifies DNA or protein 

concentrations.

A Diversity of Measurement Modes
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The UV-1900 can be controlled using LabSolutions UV-Vis software. LabSolutions 

UV-Vis is a next-generation Shimadzu UV control software pursuing efficiency of 

analysis. The simple design layout enables even first-time users to perform operations 

easily. A new spectrum evaluation function automates the measurement, analysis, and 

printing of reports to significantly enhance the efficiency of routine analysis. In 

addition, it achieves the easy transfer of measurement data. Users can export the 

measurement data in text format and import it into other software for analysis with 

Excel®.

(A separate USB cable is required to connect with a computer.)

For more details, refer to LabSolutions UV-Vis brochure (C101-E147).

Note: LabSolutions UV-Vis is the latest optional software. UV-1900 is equipped with UVProbe 

software as standard.

Optional Software

Control with LabSolutions UV-Vis Software

Simple Design
From the start, the software's user-friendliness allows users to perform operations with ease.

With extensive features, LabSolutions UV-Vis meets a wide range of users' expectations.

Four Measurement Modes
It permits four measurement modes: spectrum, quantitative, photometric, and time course.

Users can open multiple measurement modes at the same time, so that data analysis can be performed in one mode while collecting 

data in another mode.

Report
Easily create report layouts.

Print from the measurement window
with one click.

Report is printed.

Spectra Evaluation Function

In addition to providing measurement and analysis results, judgment results are also provided.

With this feature, LabSolutions UV-Vis enables users to maintain a product's quality.

Easy Transfer of Measurement Data

Users want to export measurement data immediately in text format, and import for analysis in other software, such as Excel.

To Excel

Real-time transfer of the spectrum waveform to Excel 
during measurement. 
No need to create a CSV file each time.

To Analysis Software

Automatically generates a 
text file when the spectra 
data are saved. It can be 
immediately imported into 
other software.

Matrix Output

Outputs multiple spectra to one text file. 
Easy to import data into multivariate analysis software.

Simple Main Window

Instrument Control Panel

Easy-to-follow Configuration Window

The instrument control panel that brings together the measurement 

functions enables automatic measurement, analysis and reporting.

Clear and simple layout of the graphs and measurement results makes it easy to read.
Large icons make it easy for users to understand and operate.

Quality of the sample can be
determined with comprehensive
judgment at a glance.

Multiple evaluation

criteria can be set. Detail Settings Window

Evaluation method can be selected

from a wealth of choices.

Line up wavelengths vertically.

Line up wavelengths

horizontally.

Select how the data

is ordered
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Film Holder

Accessories

Used in transmittance 
measurement of thin 
samples such as films and 
filters. Holds thin samples, 
such as films and filters, for 
analysis.

Multi-Cell Sample Compartment

Sipper Unit

Holds up to six 10-mm square 
cells on the sample side. No 
temperature control capability.

(P/N 204-58909)

(P/N 206-69160-41)

Number of cells: 6 on the sample side

                          1 on the reference side
Note: Square cells are not included, please purchase separately.

Specifications:

Outside diameter: φ15 to 18 mm

Height: 84 to 115 mm

Note: Test tube is not included.

This attachment permits measurement of up to six sample cells under 

constant-temperature conditions. Combination of this attachment and 

the Kinetics mode provides measurement of temperature-sensitive 

enzyme kinetics of one to six samples.

CPS-100 Cell Positioner, Thermoelectrically
Temperature Controlled (P/N 206-29500-**)

Number of cells: 6 on the sample side (temperature-controlled)

                          1 on the reference side (temperature not controlled)

Temperature control range: 16°C to 60°C

Temperature display accuracy (difference from the true value): ± 0.5°C

Temperature control precision (variation of temperature): ± 0.1°C

Ambient temperature: 15°C to 35°C

Note: Square cells (P/N 200-34442) are not included, please purchase 

separately. 

A USB adapter CPS 

(P/N 206-25234-91) is required.

Four types of sipper units with different flow cells are available. The 

stepping motor-driven peristaltic pump ensures reliable and smooth 

aspiration of sample solution.

(Direct driving is possible from the UV-1900 so no interface is required.)

Note: The use of a Solenoid  Valve (Fluoropolymer) (P/N 204-06599-01) 

and the SWA-2 Sample Waste Unit (206-23820-58) are 

recommended when strong acids, strong alkalis, or organic 

solvents are to be measured.

Model P/N

Sipper Unit 160L (Standard Sipper)

Sipper Unit 160T (Triple-Pass Sipper)

Sipper Unit 160C (Constant-Temperature Sipper)

Sipper Unit 160U (Supermicro Sipper)

206-23790-51

206-23790-52

206-23790-53

206-23790-54

Standard Sample Volume

2.0 mL

1.5 mL

2.5 mL

0.5 mL

Spectrum Module

Photometric ModuleKinetics Module

Report Generator

Control with UVProbe Software
Standard Software

Holds two rectangular cells with 
an optical path length of 10, 
20, 30, 50, 70, or 100 mm.

Long-Path Rectangular 
Cell Holder (P/N 204-23118-01)

Holds test tube instead of 
sample compartment.

Test Tube Holder (P/N 207-23510-41)

Uses Peltier effect for controlling the sample and reference 

temperature, so no thermostated bath or cooling water is required.

TCC-100 Thermoelectrically Temperature
Controlled Cell Holder (P/N 206-29510-**)

Number of cells: One each on the sample and reference sides 

(temperature-controlled)

Temperature control range: 7°C to 60°C

Temperature display accuracy (difference from the true value): 

± 0.5°C

Temperature control precision (variation of temperature): ± 0.1°C

Note: Square cells (P/N 200-34442) are not 

included, please purchase 

separately.

UVProbe software contains the following four functions, each 

of which can be performed easily with its own screen.

Spectrum Module

Photometric Module (Quantitation)

Kinetics Module (Time Course Measurement)

Report Generator

In addition to peak detection, area calculation and other data 

processing functions, UVProbe is equipped with various 

functions including: security functions that limit each user 

limited to specific functions, a data history log function, and an

instrument audit trail function. 

The report generator gives you the freedom to arrange graphs, 

tables, etc. to suit your needs. You can now specify the thickness 

and color of graph lines, as well as font size. Pasting labels on 

graphs and editing text is easy, allowing you to effectively print 

comments along with the analysis results.
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Film Holder

Accessories

Used in transmittance 
measurement of thin 
samples such as films and 
filters. Holds thin samples, 
such as films and filters, for 
analysis.

Multi-Cell Sample Compartment

Sipper Unit

Holds up to six 10-mm square 
cells on the sample side. No 
temperature control capability.

(P/N 204-58909)

(P/N 206-69160-41)

Number of cells: 6 on the sample side

                          1 on the reference side
Note: Square cells are not included, please purchase separately.

Specifications:

Outside diameter: φ15 to 18 mm

Height: 84 to 115 mm

Note: Test tube is not included.

This attachment permits measurement of up to six sample cells under 

constant-temperature conditions. Combination of this attachment and 

the Kinetics mode provides measurement of temperature-sensitive 

enzyme kinetics of one to six samples.

CPS-100 Cell Positioner, Thermoelectrically
Temperature Controlled (P/N 206-29500-**)

Number of cells: 6 on the sample side (temperature-controlled)

                          1 on the reference side (temperature not controlled)

Temperature control range: 16°C to 60°C

Temperature display accuracy (difference from the true value): ± 0.5°C

Temperature control precision (variation of temperature): ± 0.1°C

Ambient temperature: 15°C to 35°C

Note: Square cells (P/N 200-34442) are not included, please purchase 

separately. 

A USB adapter CPS 

(P/N 206-25234-91) is required.

Four types of sipper units with different flow cells are available. The 

stepping motor-driven peristaltic pump ensures reliable and smooth 

aspiration of sample solution.

(Direct driving is possible from the UV-1900 so no interface is required.)

Note: The use of a Solenoid  Valve (Fluoropolymer) (P/N 204-06599-01) 

and the SWA-2 Sample Waste Unit (206-23820-58) are 

recommended when strong acids, strong alkalis, or organic 

solvents are to be measured.

Model P/N

Sipper Unit 160L (Standard Sipper)

Sipper Unit 160T (Triple-Pass Sipper)

Sipper Unit 160C (Constant-Temperature Sipper)

Sipper Unit 160U (Supermicro Sipper)

206-23790-51

206-23790-52

206-23790-53

206-23790-54

Standard Sample Volume

2.0 mL

1.5 mL

2.5 mL

0.5 mL

Spectrum Module

Photometric ModuleKinetics Module

Report Generator

Control with UVProbe Software
Standard Software

Holds two rectangular cells with 
an optical path length of 10, 
20, 30, 50, 70, or 100 mm.

Long-Path Rectangular 
Cell Holder (P/N 204-23118-01)

Holds test tube instead of 
sample compartment.

Test Tube Holder (P/N 207-23510-41)

Uses Peltier effect for controlling the sample and reference 

temperature, so no thermostated bath or cooling water is required.

TCC-100 Thermoelectrically Temperature
Controlled Cell Holder (P/N 206-29510-**)

Number of cells: One each on the sample and reference sides 

(temperature-controlled)

Temperature control range: 7°C to 60°C

Temperature display accuracy (difference from the true value): 

± 0.5°C

Temperature control precision (variation of temperature): ± 0.1°C

Note: Square cells (P/N 200-34442) are not 

included, please purchase 

separately.

UVProbe software contains the following four functions, each 

of which can be performed easily with its own screen.

Spectrum Module

Photometric Module (Quantitation)

Kinetics Module (Time Course Measurement)

Report Generator

In addition to peak detection, area calculation and other data 

processing functions, UVProbe is equipped with various 

functions including: security functions that limit each user 

limited to specific functions, a data history log function, and an

instrument audit trail function. 

The report generator gives you the freedom to arrange graphs, 

tables, etc. to suit your needs. You can now specify the thickness 

and color of graph lines, as well as font size. Pasting labels on 

graphs and editing text is easy, allowing you to effectively print 

comments along with the analysis results.
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uv-1900
UV-Vl5 Spectrophotometer

The uv-1900 is a double-beam uv-vis Speclropho1omeler usin9
Shimadzusorg na LO- RAY-LIG H ' diffraclioi grating iechnology.
n addnion 10 ts hiqh optcal performance, the UV-1900ieal!res

h qh reso ution, low nray light, high €produc b lit, and an
u traJast scan luncton. lt also has an easy-to-use intedace on a

color tou(h-screen d spay The UV-1900 s des gned to meet the
needs of both high pe ormance and usabl iry.

Hardware Specif ications

(l nm illlFsc trhs eting Enn ng Eng€)

10I nm at D2 peak 556 1 nm,

29,000 nm/m n when suruey<a.^

Aulomat. nterlranle n(ed lo wa@h.4h

rn6 htsdEnge waEhngrh @i b€ ser le y i^

the Enge ol 295 lo 3& nfr (0 1 nm iicr@^6)
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L€slh.n 0.5% at l93nm(KCl)
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(,l6uEd 6.E N SD3oDA|STI930 or equMa snt)

Le$than100002 Ab5 ai0.5 Ab!
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o^e hour after qht ource turned ON)

Le$ $an 0 ooo05 Abr (700 nm)

2GW halogen lamp and deutenlm amp

B u ih in I qhl su@ a uto posnion adjultment

LO RAY L6H grade blazed holo96phi.

lrat ng i Czei^yTumer nount'nq

nternal dimens ons W]10 i 0250 x Hl l5 mm

0 nance beiren lighl beams 100 mm

a(100,1 20,220,230,240 V

Temperature: I 5'C to 35'C

(wlrholt @ndeetd; 70% ma at 30"c q hiqh€D

W450 x D50l x N244mm

Dara li €i saved in r.xr lomar or

WPajormal lil6 can be rcad d re< y

by uvProbe and Libtollronstu UV-vs.

WPrcbe sofiwae Glaidad)

Labsolulions !v Vis sitware (opdonal)

Enern.l conlo po$ ble via USB

lapan6e, Enq sh, Ch nse, Spansh

(Merco), Ponu9uese (Brazi )



Software Specif ications

S ng e-we ength measurcoe.t
1 . Photometic mod6: T% or Abs

2. Quanttalion using ({acior method

3 Data iable storage and Ea I lu.ctions

Mu tip e-warelength measurcment

4 Pholomet c modesr T% orABS

5 MguEftnB at !p to e ght dB gnated

wawlmglt6 (et i. 0 1 mm inc@enG)

6. Data ca culation at up 10 lour

waE 69tE (difleE(e d clio beb@n

1!vo wave engths, cl.ulalion betwen

1 cilo/aio d 0t {,!'ri€rn Mduar o ad atsot ie rdn

lM mstalrm = KI xAl '(2x,,
ftorn@er[rdto = € x An.(a x A]

2 tudo6 and Murcmenl wwlenglhs @n be el lre€,

3 Sa.kqou nd .orc.lion kpcible.

1 Qsirt !m npdrodu lwy trFdrcn, BCA trElhod &ure1

1 Measure m ent mode5 r AB5, T%, E

2 Numb€. oi rcpeai scan! 1 to 99

3 R€.ord nq sr5rem: selearion berwan
sinqle spe.irum and data o€ray

Peak alley deledin airhnH c opera ons,

difl eentialjon, smdhin!, arca okulalioi,

rc nr pkklng, dara @d n9 ar

1 M€slEment methods:

I {e engh, 2{ave]engd1, l*e englh,

and l sl lo 4dr &nvalre meliFd

tuMat..oftsrlr.t n G ohls uinq K.ietor

Auiofrak coxenirabn Gculalion usflq

s n! e?oim calibEton ture
Mult -poiht 6lbration cum merhod
(1 st ro 3rd ods rcgre$ion cuG)

3 Measuement parameleG:

Nlmberol nanda.ds (2 to 10)

Number ol epeal ms5lEmenl5
(1ro l0rimes)tooblain a mean value

2 Lahp uege tifre disp ay and rc*t

Functoft 6n be rcnrided a(@ding io th! @r
4 lnnrum€ntva idaton lundonsl

1) Compalible w th 9lls tums

Wavelengrh actuEy wawlenglh rcperib !,
6olulid, sray ght photohet c &cudcy
photomeli. Fpearability, b6. ne ilahs,
baeline stability noise l4l.

2) Semi-auiomaii. validario^

Va idaio i ihspedion s .on durr€d iieractively
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to trdlualion and pnnbLn

4) 9ninq nspecrtr paramereE and p.$ra .nhra
Aurhorlv io make 6an96 6n b€ prorected by
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6) Sulk p.intour ol rcsu rs.

7) Equ pped w th method n a(codance wilh
PharmacoDeia (JP, USe EO.

I Automatc settng ol m€asurem.nl mode

aiter innrument nilializaion

13 po$ible ro spedf, nandbyand parameter

I es in th€ parafr€te. sen ng wind@ ,or each

2 Seledtion ol di5pla'€d number oi d<ima pa.6
Aheban@: 3 or 4 d<ina places

Transmnance: 1 or2 decim.lp ac€s
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MeasuEment paEmete6: 100 f 16 ma
Tabu ar dala: 1 5 

'i 
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